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BARNES, as Assignee, etc., v. VETTERLEIN and others.

(DiMrict Oourt, S. D. New York. December 30,1882.)

B.ANXTIUPTCy-FRAUDULENT ASSIGNMENT.
Where a policy of insurance, obtained by a debtor ('In his own life, was as-

signed to one of a firm consisting of four members, in trust, as securit.r foJ' a
debt due to the firm, and two members of the firm subsequently retired, and
the firm assets passed 'to the remaining members, one of whom was the trustee
of the policy, and, the last-named firm having become embarrassed and pro-
cured an extensioll o'f credit from their creditors, the trustee of the policy two
Inonths afterwards assigned the policy to his sons in trust' for their mother
.WIthout consideration, aud six·months afterwards made 8 general assignment,
and shortly was thrown into bankruptcy, held, that the assignment of
the policy in trust for the mother must be deemed invalid as to creditors.
and that the assignee in bankruptcy was entitled to the proceeds.

In Bankruptcy.
James K. Hill, for plaintiff.
T. M. 7.'yng, for Etna Ins. Co.
B. E. Valentine, for defendant Vetterlein.
BROWN, J. This is an action to set aside a vOluntary conveyance

or assignment made by Theodore H. Vetterlein, one of the bankrupts,
to Bernard T. Vetterlein, the other bankrupt, and to one Theodl?re J.
Vetterlien, in trust for· the benefit of the wife and children of Theo-
dore H. Vetterlein. Bernard T. Vetterlein and Theodore J. Vetter·
lein are both sons of Theodore H. Vetterlein. The assignment is
dated the eighteenth day of, July, 1870, and the petition under which
Theodore H. and Bernard T. Vetterlein were adjudged bankrupts
was filed Decl'lmber.28, 1870. The assignment sought to be set aside
is of two policies of insurance on the life of one J. Kinsey Taylor for
the aggregate sum of $10,000, which had been assigned to Theodore
H. Vetterlein by Taylor, in trust for the firm of Vetterlein & Co., to
whom Taylor was indebted, and as COllateral security for their claim.
In July, 1869, Mr. Meurer,one of the firm, withdrew from the firm of
Vetterlein & Co., and on December 31, 1869, Theodore J. Vetterlein
withdrew from the firm, and the business was continued by Theodore
H. Vetterlein and Bernard 'r. Vetterlien, in the same firm name, up to
the time of the bankruptcy proceedings.
From all the evidence in the case I am satisfied that neither Mr.

Meurer nor Theodore J. Vetterlein had, at the time of the last assign.
ment of the policies, any valuable pecuniary interest in the assets of
the two former firms; and that the last firm, consisting of Theodore
H. and Bernhard T. Vetterlein, became legally vested with all the re-
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mammg assets of the prior firms, and thereby was entitled to the en-
tire beneficial interest in the policies of insurance held by Theodore
B. Vetterlein as collateral security for the debt of Taylor. The as-
signment of these policies of insurance by Theodore H. Vetterlein to
his sons in trust for their mother, being the assignment of a collateral
security held for a debt due to the firm, was clearly not ma.de in the
ordinary course of business, and,therefore, was presumptively fraudu-
lent under section 5129 of the Revised Statutes.
In May, 1870, some two months before the assignment by Theodore

B., the firm had applied to their creditors for an extension of credit.
This of itself is a virtual admission of the strongest character of their
inability at that time to pay their debts as they matured. In less
than six months after the assignment of the policies of insurance, the
firm made an assignment of all their assets to an assignee in trust
for the payment of their debts. These assets were, shortly afterwards,
turned over to the assignee in bankruptcy, who has been able to re-
alize from them only the gross Bum of $112,957, while the debts
proved in bankruptcy amounted to $351,000. No 10sS(lB of any con-
siderable amount are proved between July, when the assignment of
the policies was made, and the December following, when the general
assignment and the bankruptcy took place. The defendants
that there had been great loss and waste in the collection of the as-
sets. It is not necessary to examine this charge in detail; for in no
aspect can it be held to account for the large deficiency between the
debts proved and the gross assets collected.
From these facts, as well as the extension of credit procured the May

previous, I am compelled to find that the firm was at that time in
embarrassed circumstances, and was probably actually insolvent. The
transfer of the policies, which were the property of the firm, by
Theodore H. to his two sons, in trust for the benefit of their mother
and her children, was, under such circumstances, a wholly unauthor-
ized and invalid transfer as against the creditors of the firm. Sedg.
wick v. Place, 12 Blatchf. 163. So far as it appears it was purely
voluntary, and is fraudulent in law as against the firm creditors. It
must, therefore, be declared null and void as against the assignee in
bankruptcy, (Platt v. Mead, 9 FED. REP. 91, 96,) and the proceeds,
which during the pendency of the suit have been deposited in the
trust company, must be adjudged to belong to the plaintiff, and
be accounted for in the bankruptcy proceedings. .
A decree may be entered in accordance herewith.
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In re STEWART RunnER Co., (Limited,) Bankrupt.

(District Oburt, N. D. New York. April, 1883.)

ASSIGNEE IN BANKRUPTCy-COMPENSATION.
Under the circumstances of this case the additional compensation asked by

the assignee cannot be allowed unless the consent of the creditors is .first ob-
tained.

In Bankruptcy.
William H. Shepard, for petitioner.
COXE, J. I do not think the court would be justified in making an

addiVonal allowance to the assignee upon the facts disclosed in the
petition. Nothing is shown which particularly distinguishes this
case from others of like magnitude. Wherever an extensive business
has been suspended by the operation of the bankrupt act, the assignee
is compelled and required to give much time and attention to the col-
lection of the assets and the winding up of the estate. The case is
not, however, for these reasons a "special" one, "requiring great care
and exertion on the part of the assignee," within the provisions of
general order No. 30, as amended. Before entering upon his trust
the assignee knew, or might easily have ascertained, generally at
least, what his duties were to be-what was required of him to ad-
minister pi'operly the estate. He could then have refused to qualify,
but instead of this, knowing precisely what compensation the statute
allowed, he accepted. That he has done his duty thoroughly and
well sflems to be sufficiently established; but this the law and good
conscience required of him, and he is not entitled to extra compen-
sation for that reason. I am aware of no precedent in this district
for an additional allowance where nothing more is shown than is de-
veloped here.
The application must, therefore, be denied; but if, at the approach-

ing meeting, the creditors desire to give an additional allowance to
the assignee, not exceeding 3f per cent. of the entire amount col-
lected, they may express that wish by a vote of three·fourths in num-
ber and amount of those' who have proved their debts. This appli-
cation may then be renewed, upon a certificate of the register setting
forth the action of tht3 creditors, together with his approval thereof.


